
GENDER REPRESENTATIONS



Evolution

From 1990’s: changes in representations of gender

Less stereotypes

Women and men more equal

Women less seen as screaming victims --> kick-ass heroines

Gay characters more prominent

But...



Gender on TV
Studies by Elasmar et al. (1992-93) and Lauzen et al. (1995-96 
and 2006)

Less stereotypes / more equality
Prime time TV woman in early 1990’s is young, single, 
independent, free from family and work place pressures
Most lead characters are still male (except for domestic situation 
comedies)

The presence of women in production teams does not necessarily 
mean women are better represented on screen (Lauzen et al., 
2006)



1990’s TV shows

Friends

comfortable, not 
particularly offensive 
models of masculinity and 
feminity 

Ross, Chandler, Joey - 
Rachel, Monica, Phoebe



Ally Mc Beal / Sex and the City

Successful professional women at forefront

Focused on quests for sex, pleasure and romantic love

Bunting (2001): The sex stuff works because it turns on its 
head the age-old female sexual victimhood... but men remain 
sole object of any sensible woman’s life



Teen TV: Buffy the Vampire Slayer 
popular within male-dominated world of 
sci-fi

Lois and Clark + Smallville: Superman 
as sweet and insecure

Ugly Betty: satire of glamorous, 
superficial fashion show world



Gender in movies
Maggie Humm (Feminism and Film, 1997): “Film... often and 
anxiously envisions women stereotypically as ‘good’ mothers or 
‘bad’, hysterical careerists. [In the past, and] today, every 
Hollywood woman is someone else’s Other.” (Fatal Attraction)

Susan Jeffords (Can masculinity be terminated?, 1993): demise 
of machismo - masculinity reinvented as fatherhood and caring 
(Terminator, Robin Hood)

Mixed bag: standard male action movies (Gladiator, Fast and 
Furious) and active female (Matrix, Speed, Shrek)
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Gender in movies

Variety in representations

More equality / role reversals

But more leading male characters

Women to be saved 

Women must be attractive (even Ugly Betty)

Men can be older (Mel Gibson, Bruce Willis, Harrison Ford)


